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In contrast to the speech quality aspects for communication purposes, which are influenced 
by the earpiece, microphone and speech codecs, the integrated speakers and sound 
recording quality in camcorder mode are much less standardized. The variety of the sound 
quality of the smartphones on the market is very big, ranging from really annoying to 
acceptable sound quality. Integrated smartphone speakers and microphones suffer from 
positioning, design aspects and device size. 
In comparative investigations of a high number of smartphones the audio quality was 
evaluated by subjective listening tests. These investigations show disadvantages in 
repeatability and are very time consuming.  
In this lecture two different measurement methods for replacing these subjective listening 
tests are presented and discussed. The method for the speaker quality is based on a 
psychoacoustic spectral bark analysis in combination with the maximum loudness by use of 
pink noise and adds aspects like the speaker(s) position. The audio recording quality is 
measured with POLQA, which is a standardized measurement method. Both measurement 
methods are compared with listening test results on 8 and 11 modern smartphones. 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper presents two parts A and B, based on investigations during the last 2 years on a long 
term quality test on many smartphones of different operating systems, price ranges and regions. 
Both parts cover the end-to-end acoustical quality of smartphones e.g. in the camcorder 
recording mode. The microphone(s) and the recording processing part and the playback part with 
the internal speakers. The earpiece quality or headsets for speech transmission over mobile 
network or VoIP is not covered by this investigation.   
  



 
Fig. 1 – Investigation Part A for microphone and recording sound quality / Part B for the 
speaker sound quality 

 
2 INVESTIGATION A – RECORDED SOUND QUALITY 
 
 Audio recording with one or more microphones is just one of many functions of a modern 
smartphone and offers a big variety of different possibilities. There are some frame conditions, 
which influence the acoustical quality in a negative way: 

- Design aspects: as compact as possible combined with bigger display screen size, as a 
consequence thinner devices  

- Audio interfaces or external microphones are not foreseen or unusual for typical consumers 
- Critical aspects like power management, therefore low power circuits (e.g. MEMS) 
- Use of lower quality consumer audiocodecs 

Because of these frame conditions there are some typical impairment factors regarding the audio 
recording quality like: 

- limited dynamic and higher noise level compared to professional audio systems 
- almost no stereo sound impression because of the microphone position in the phone 
- noise gate effects because of noise reduction systems 
- linear distortions, artefacts caused by data compression (audio codecs) 
- distance to sound source (low sound pressure level and high ambient noise) 
- structure borne sound influence by touching and covering with finger 

 
2.1 Description of the investigations (A and B) 
 
 In a first step 11 modern smartphones were chosen from different price levels, sizes and 
operating systems, including one 3,5 mm stereo microphone plug in solution for a connection 
with a smartphone headset socket. Known from former investigations1, these choice of 
smartphones differ strongly in the sound quality. Based on these devices the results of a 
subjective listening test from 8 listeners with three sound samples (pop, classic and speech) was 
compared with a choice of typical audio measurement methods. The rank correlation of listening 
tests with objective measurement results was determined afterwards.  
As an important criteria – in addition to the good correlation – the amount on time and the 
practical realization effort was taken into account. 
 
The recordings were done in a semi-anechoic room at 1m distance with an average sound 
pressure level of 94 dB(A) from one high quality loudspeaker (one channel). 



The listening test was performed according to ITU-T (Multi Stimulus test with Hidden Reference 
and Anchor) via headphones. The listeners should rate the three music samples on a scale 
(M.O.S.) from 0,5 (very bad) to 5,5 (excellent). 
 
2.2 Results of the listening test (A) 
 
 In figure 2 the results of the listening tests are shown. In accordance with pretests clear 
differences between the smartphones, the reference and the external microphone solution are 
visible. 
The difference between the reference sample (lossless recording via one-channel microphone in 
the room) and the best sounding smartphone is more than one rating step.  
 

 
Fig. 2 – Listening test result of part A 

 
2.3 Measurement methods (A) 
 
 The following measurement methods were chosen for the comparison with the subjective 
listening tests: 

- Psychoacoustic loudness and sharpness (sone and acum) 
- Frequency response (dB vs. frequency) 
- 2 - Channel level difference (stereo impression) in dB 
- Signal to noise ratio S/N in dB 
- PEAQ (Perceptual evaluation of audio quality) 2, 3 
- POLQA (Perceptual objective listening quality assessment) 4 



The last two measurement methods uses real audio samples (music and speech), used for  
compare samples with impairments from a lossy recording with a reference sample and will be 
analyzed according to psychoacoustic methods. Afterwards an impairment factor or a M.O.S. 
values is given. 
For the comparison 8 different audio source samples, taken from the EBU SQAM database 
(European Broadcasting Union - Sound Quality Assessment Material), were used and analyzed. 
In addition pink noise signals for the classical measurements was used mainly. 
 
 
2.4 Measurement results and congruence (A) 
 
 The measurement results of loudness and sharpness correlates quite good with single 
comments of the listeners regarding “quiet”, “sounds sharp” or “few bass frequencies”. After 
comparing them with the overall M.O.S. of the listening test, the correlation is quite weak. The 
coefficient of determination R² is only 0,64 (Loudness) and 0,01 (Sharpness). The correlation of 
the frequency response and the signal/noise ratio (R² = 0,24) is weak, too. Regarding practical 
additional non-linear effects like noise gating this measurement is not really useful. 
In accordance with former investigations2, the psychoacoustic measurement method PEAQ is not 
really useful, to determine small sound differences of similar products in comparison with the 
audible perception. On the other hand the determination of higher sound differences (e.g. 
telephone speakers vs. big floor speakers) and the measurements of audiocodecs the correlation 
is much better and can be used very well. In our investigation PEAQ shows a coefficient of 
determination R² = 0,35. 
Much more pleasant are the results of POLQA. According to the following Fig. 3, the coefficient 
of determination R² = 0,83 based on a wideband speech signal.  
 

 
Fig. 3 – Listening test results and POLQA measurement results  
The range of the POLQA results (1,16) are quite compressed compared to the wider range of the 
listening test with 4,3. This limitation can be reduced and compensated by using a transformation 
scale. 



3 INVESTIGATION B – SOUND QUALITY OF MICRO SPEAKERS FOR MUSIC 
AND SPEECH 
 
 The integrated smartphone micro speakers can be used for a lot of purposes besides the 
earpiece and the cable linked headset mainly for the telephone call speech. They shall play e.g. 
music, makes announcements for navigation speech in cars, plays notifications and ringtones and 
are used for handsfree communication. A typical listening situation is 15 cm to 1 m distance, not 
close to the ear. The integrated speakers are investigated in part B. 
 
3.1 Typical sizes and speaker positions of smartphones (B) 
 
 Long term studies on several hundreds of smartphones gave raw data for a tendency of the 
average typical body sizes of smartphones during the last years. The size of the body (length x 
width) and the thickness of the smartphones between 2011 and 2014 showed the following 
development: 

- 2011: 69,3 cm² / 13,1 mm 
- 2012: 74,6 cm² / 12,0 mm 
- 2013: 88,1 cm² / 11,0 mm 
- 2014: 95,5 cm² / 10,5 mm 

Smartphones became bigger and thinner (down to 6 mm thickness) during the last years. The 
reason is the concentration on the display quality for multimedia use and therefore a better user 
experience. The negative aspect is less space for the speaker(s), especially if they are placed in 
the smartphone’s frame. 
Roughly four different speaker position types can be classified, which is illustrated in Fig. 4:  

- type I – single speaker at the backside, with distance holder for better sound transmission 
when the phonies  lying on a flat surface 

- type II – single speaker at the backside, without distance holder – or normal speaker 
- type III – single or stereo speaker(s) in the frame parts 
- type IV – single or stereo speaker(s) in the front, close to the display 

 

 
Fig. 4 – typical positions of micro speakers in smartphones with categorisation 

These positions have influences in some typical use cases, e.g. in the car or while lying on a table 
(negative with type I and II). The speaker dimension is in a higher way influenced by type III 
and problems like the acoustic shock with high sound levels close to the ear can appear with type 
IV. 
 



3.2 Description of the investigation (B) 
 
 In addition to the acoustical frame conditions described in chapter 2.1 in the following part 
8 smartphones (code 1-8) and one bigger portable Bluetooth speaker (called BT-box with 
dimensions 11 x 7 x 6 cm) were selected. Like in investigation A the aim of investigation B was 
to replace a subjective listening test with an appropriate measurement tool or method. For this 
purpose a listening test with 6 listeners was performed, by listening to 2 music and 1 speech 
sample via headphones (binaural dummy head recording) and directly via the smartphone 
speakers, which is shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 4 – recording situation with dummy head recording and smartphone 

3.3 Results of the listening test (B) 
 
 Figure 5 shows the results of the listening test of 8 smartphones and – as a reference – the 
Bluetooth box. The rating scale in this investigation was between 1 (bad) and 5 (excellent). The 
main comments regarding a weak sound quality showed weak and bad low frequent parts in the 
music and speech, lack of volume, low loudness and too high sharpness. Code 1 offers two 
integrated (stereo) speakers in the front part of the phone, which has a positive stereo effect when 
holding the device in landscape mode. 
 

   Fig. 5 – listening test results part B 



3.3 Measurement results and congruence (B) 
 
 In the measurement part of the investigation B the devices played back a pink noise signal 
in 1 m distance and were measured in the psychoacoustic metrics loudness in sone and spectral 
loudness in critical bands in Bark. The critical bands from 2 Bark (200 Hz) and more were 
detected and analyzed. The speakers pointed directly to the measurement microphone (best case 
with no reflections). 
After deeper investigation of the measured spectral loudness components the critical bands 2, 3 
and 4 (200 – 400 Hz) showed big differences between the smartphone speakers. Fig. 6 shows the 
single values of these critical bands. 

 
Fig. 6 – maximum loudness of the speakers and the critical bands in the Barks 2-4 in sone 

The maximum loudness of the spectral loudness was taken and combined with the average value 
of the lower loudness of 2-4 Bark. This ratio of maximum loudness with the average value is 
called LMR ratio (Low Mid Ratio) and gives a relative value in %. The range of the ratio is 
between 8% - 36% for smartphones and 93% for the Bluetooth box. The detailed results are 
shown in Fig. 7 below. 
 

 
Fig. 7 – Results of the ratio Avg. Bark 2-4 to maximum loudness and the resulting LMR (Low 
Mid Ratio) 



The congruence of this ratio compared to the listening test result shows a very good coefficient 
of determination R² of 0,93. This relationship can be given roughly with the following formula: 

 
M.O.S. = 1,07 * ln (LMR) + 4,73                                                 (1) 

 
 
4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS (A + B) 
 
 Regarding the investigation of microphone(s) and recording part (A) of the smartphones the 
objective measurement method POLQA delivers a quite high correlation with the listening test 
based on a sample of 11 smartphones. Not included is the additional aspect of the stereo 
recording of 8 out of 11 samples. This advantage compared to a monophonic recording should be 
included in a later evaluation of the overall sound quality. In addition the investigation did not 
include very quiet (recordings at wide distance) and very loud (pop concerts) situations regarding 
distortions and dynamic aspects. 
Nevertheless from a practical view the replacement of subjective listening tests with the 
measurement tool POLQA for this product category and task is suitable. 
 
Regarding the investigation of the speaker quality (B) the result is quite well suited, to replace 
the listening test with an objective measurement. In addition for a better consideration of the 
influence of the speaker’s position an additional evaluation of the position and the maximum 
undistorted loudness should be discussed. 
Both measurement methods are finally suited to develop an end to end sound quality rating of a 
smartphone microphone to the integrated speaker.  
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